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another alternative is to unlock the bootloader via access point mode on the lumia 710, if we are talking about windows
phone 7 devices. of course this method goes for windows phone 8 devices, as well (as the software and the methods of
unlocking are identical). on the other hand, it works with devices running on other platforms, since the said unlock does

not require any special tools and instructions. if you're out of luck, the only solid option left is to use xp mode on windows
8 to unlock the bootloader, since nokia has disabled this functionality under windows 8/8.1. you need to have a x86 copy

of windows 7 (vista may also work) on your computer to carry out this method. once you have the proper software,
proceed to download the factory image from here: http://software.nokia.com/downloads/. select your country from the list
of countries to download in your language, and download the.spx file. the most secure way to flash your phone, is to flash

it using the phone's recovery mode. you need to press and hold the power button to trigger recovery mode. to confirm
that you are in recovery mode, the screen should have a nokia logo and the word recovery on it. alternatively you can

flash your phone using a custom recovery such as clockworkmod or twrp. these recovery apps allow you to take complete
device backups before the installation of firmware is done. the device will be wiped completely once the installation is
complete. if you are not comfortable with this process, then perform the flash using the format your device to factory

defaults. to do this, go to settings> about phone, locate the device id under the android version and tap on reset. this will
allow the factory defaults to be restored. once the factory default data is restored, you can easily perform a re-installation

of firmware using the nokia ost tool mentioned earlier.
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while you will not get any permissions for flashing a custom rom, there is always a reason you need to root a smartphone.
the main reason you might want to root your handset is so that you can install an app that you are missing from the

google play store. if you have a custom rom of your own, you can likely just flash that. otherwise, you will need to brick
the handset. a lesser reason is so that you can install custom apps. for example, you can install custom apps for games
you want to play. others will want to install custom apps for various utilities. for example, you can install a custom app
that lets you edit your contact details. it wasn't an easy task but it worked most of the times and i made it through (the
device worked fine as a normal phone and i mostly used it for basic texting) but the phone would always reboot into the
recovery mode if i attempted to restore from a backup (eg, factory reset) or upgrade to a newer firmware version. the

only thing i was able to perform on the device was to copy and paste the contents of a folder from one of the sd cards to
another as i was unable to boot into recovery mode as the box wouldn't even turn on (it was a really annoying situation to

say the least). another seemingly small task was to display the contents of the sd card (i made a disk image), the only
thing i couldn't do was copy it to another sd card. although the phone seemed to recognize the sd card when i connected
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it to the computer and allow me to browse the contents, copying files would always prompt me for a password i couldn't
supply and it would stop copying for some reason. 5ec8ef588b
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